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Industry trade publications and news journals
have published many articles about how
global corporations are taking advan-

tage of the flexibility that the Extensible
Markup Language (XML)1 provides. In
the past two years, many firms have
begun actively using XML for an
increasing number of new applications
and have researched ways to incorporate
it into older applications. Web services
based almost entirely on XML are begin-
ning to proliferate. In addition, a growing
number of business-to-business applications
effectively use XML to transmit data. It turns out
that some of this activity can actually take place on “Big
Blue’s big iron” (i.e., an IBM mainframe) using tools with which
most application programmers are already very familiar.

This article describes two new features in recently released
updates to venerable mainframe classics: File-AID/MVS and
COBOL. These features allow you to generate and to manipulate
XML documents.

◆ In Compuware Corporation’s File-AID/MVS 8.8.1, the
XMLGEN utility allows an application programmer to create
an XML document containing the merged contents of a data
record and a copybook layout.

◆ In IBM’s Enterprise COBOL for z/OS and OS/390 Version
3.1, the XML PARSE statement provides access to a series of
special registers. These registers allow application programmers

to use a high-speed parser to read the
contents of an XML document and to

move the data to the appropriate
WORKING-STORAGE variables.

Together, these features open the door to
new and exciting ways to use existing
mainframe program products. Both
require a certain amount of aptitude and a

small stretch of the imagination to use
effectively. In some cases, you may find that

you can eliminate the need for one or more
UNIX scripts to process some of your data.

I will introduce each of these features and then
demonstrate how you can use them in a quasi-realistic

scenario. I have included some references at the end of the article
if you would like additional information.

USING FILE-AID TO CREATE XML DOCUMENTS

File-AID/MVS Release 8.8 was the first release level that had
the ability to generate XML documents from application data.

You can create an XML document in one of two ways using
File-AID/MVS:

◆ directly in an Edit session
◆ via a batch job

The following sections describe each method in detail.

1Some believe that XML stands for eXtensible Markup Language — that is incorrect! Please refer to the W3C Recommendation (www.w3org/TR/2000/REC-xml-20001006) for the correct definition.
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T his article describes a new feature in each of
two venerable mainframe products: the

XMLGEN utility in Compuware
Corporation’s File-AID/MVS Release 8.8.1
and the XML PARSE statement in IBM’s
Enterprise COBOL for z/OS and OS/390
Version 3 Release 1. The former helps generate
XML documents; the latter makes it relatively
easy to obtain data from these documents.

The use of XML documents
will continue to become

more widespread as global
businesses recognize the

need to improve electronic
data interchange (EDI).
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Edit Mode
To create an XML document in the fore-

ground, invoke Edit on your application file
as you normally would in File-AID/MVS.
You supply the name of the application file,
the name of the data set that holds your
copy members, and the name of the member
that contains the record layout of the file.
You can also supply the data set and mem-
ber name of any selection criteria that is
specific to the application file. After you
press the Enter key, File-AID/MVS displays
your formatted data.

Advanced users take note: You can also
create a custom view of your data. For
example, you can use the HIDE command
after the data is displayed to suppress several
of the fields that are not required in the
XML document. The resulting document
will contain only the fields that were not
hidden from the view.

While the data is displayed, issue the
XMLGEN command on the command line
and press the Enter key. The XML
Processing Options panel is displayed. This
panel allows you to specify the number of
records to generate in your output file. The
default is ALL (or 0). It also allows you to
indicate how invalid data (e.g., data that
does not match the record layout) is
processed: in hex dump format, as data, or
not at all.
Note:You can dynamically allocate the output
file (via this dialog), if necessary.

After you press the Enter key, the product
automatically brings you into browse mode
of the XML document. Each of the XML
elements is displayed in hierarchical format.
The names of the start and end tags are
based on the group-level entries in the copy
member. Each element’s content is taken
from the data in the application file.

At this point, you can end your File-
AID/MVS Edit session and work directly
with the XML document. I will show you
an example of what the generated XML
document looks like later in the section
titled “Scenario.”

Batch Mode
To create an XML document in batch

mode, access the Extended Utilities menu
(Option 3) and select Option G to launch the
XMLGEN utility. A data entry screen, simi-
lar to the one used in Edit mode, is displayed.
You specify the same information here (i.e.,
application file, copy member with record
layout and optional selection criteria).

The major difference is that JCL is auto-
matically created for you. You submit the
batch job to generate the output XML
document. As with all File-AID/MVS
functions that create batch jobs, you can
issue the JCL command if you want to
review or edit the batch job.

Figure 1 shows batch JCL that was saved
and modified for reuse after it was generated
by File-AID/MVS. You can easily convert
this to a proc, which can be used by dif-
ferent applications. Simply change the
data set names to symbolic variables and
build the appropriate control card for the
SYSIN ddname.

The resulting XML document is the
same, irrespective of the method you use to
generate it.

PARSING AN XML DOCUMENT
WITH ENTERPRISE COBOL

You can now process XML documents
with a COBOL program by using the XML
PARSE statement. IBM has included an
XML parser as part of the COBOL run-time
environment in Enterprise COBOL for z/OS
and OS/390 (see Announcement Letter
201-343 for additional information). I will
refer to the product as Enterprise COBOL
for the rest of this article.

The XML PARSE statement parses an
XML document into its component pieces
and passes them — one at a time — to a
section or paragraph of an application
program designed to process the data.

There are three phases to working with an
XML document.

◆ read the XML document
◆ parse the contents
◆ process the data

Before you can use the XML PARSE
statement, your application program must

read all of the records from the XML docu-
ment into a data element defined in the
WORKING-STORAGE section. You must
ensure that you define the data element
large enough to handle the entire input file.

Next, you can invoke the XML PARSE
statement. Figure 2 shows an example of this
statement’s structure. In Figure 2, MY-XML-
FILE is the data element into which the XML
document was read. The procedure to process
this data is contained in the paragraph 450-
MY-PARSE-ROUTINE. Within that routine,
you can use the special registers that are now
available in conjunction with the XML parser.
The two most frequently used special regis-
ters (of four) that you will use within the
PROCESSING PROCEDURE are:

◆ XML-EVENT to determine which
event (out of two dozen) was processed

◆ XML-TEXT to obtain the contents of
the event (e.g., tag, attribute or data)

The ON EXCEPTION phrases allow you
to code exception handling or normal end of
processing statements after the XML parser
has completed its work. Note that if the
XML parser detects an exception condition,
it will raise two flags and stop processing.
In that case, the XML-EVENT will be set
to EXCEPTION and the XML-CODE
(another special register) will contain the
exception code. You may also want to use
the XML-CODE special register to review
or manipulate the return code. You can set
the XML-CODE to -1 to end the processing
early, even if no error has been detected.

To put some of this in context, here is a
brief example. One event is COMMENT,
which allows you to process any comments
that are included in the XML document. An
XML comment has the following structure
(and can span multiple lines):

<!-- This is a comment in an XML document -->
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//STEP01 EXEC PGM=FILEAID
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSLIST DD SYSOUT=*
//DD01RL DD DISP=SHR,DSN=YOUR.COPY.MEMBERS
//DD01 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=YOUR.PROD.INPUT.FILE
//DD01O DD DISP=NEW,DSN=YOUR.XML.OUTPUT.FILE,
// UNIT=SYSDA,
// SPACE=(UNIT,(X,Y),RLSE)         <— ALWAYS VALIDATE SIZING!
//* DCB INFO IS COPIED AUTOMATICALLY
//SYSIN DD *
$$DD01 XMLGEN INVALID=DATA,OUT=0,LAYOUT=PRODFILE
/*

FIGURE 1: BATCH FILE-AID/MVS JOB TO GENERATE
AN XML DOCUMENT FROM AN APPLICATION FILE 
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The COMMENT event allows you to
interrogate (or display), via the XML-
TEXT special register, any content that
appears between the XML comment
delimiters, “<!--” and “-->”. In this case,
the text phrase, “This is a comment in an
XML document” is placed in the XML-
TEXT special register.

As with any other application program,
you must understand the business rules of
the application and the definitions of the
data elements to code effectively. In the case
of processing XML documents, you must
provide all of the code to read and recognize
the specific tags the application program is
expected to handle. This basically comes
down to using a series of EVALUATE and
IF statements. Within these sets of decision
trees, you can invoke calls to subroutines or
to stored procedures. Note: Any branch to
any other routine, whether internal or
external, must return to the PROCESSING
PROCEDURE. Perhaps the best way to
describe the type of coding that is required
is to go through an example.

SCENARIO

Now that you have seen what each of
these features is about, I will show you each
one in action. In this scenario, I highlight a
small sample application that enables the
local pharmacy to restock its bookshelf.

The Pharmacy Store (a name I am using
just for this example) has a corner of its
retail space devoted to books. The back
office maintains a catalog of some of the
recent paperback books that are on the
market. Each week, a reorder file is sent
to the distributor, where it is processed
and requests for replenishment are sent to
the publisher. This scenario will let you
watch what happens when one of these
files is processed.

The following is a list of books I will use
to represent last week’s sales:

◆ “Murder One,” William Bernhardt
◆ “Cutout,” Francine Mathews
◆ “The First Counsel,” Brad Meltzer
◆ “Trust Fund,” Stephen Frey
◆ “Skeptic,” Holden Scott

As you can see, there is not a lot of infor-
mation for this sample application, just
the book title and the author. However, for
reorder processing, it is also necessary to
have the book’s ISBN and the number of

books to reorder. That information can be
obtained from either a server- or main-
frame-based relational database. The
structure of the book reorder file is shown
in Figure 3.
Note: I realize there are many ways in
which to organize this information.
However, for this scenario, I would like to
show you how these features work while
still fitting within the confines of the article.

Because this is a mainframe application, the
application data file requires a record layout.

Recently, The Pharmacy Store’s distribu-
tor announced that it would be able to
process XML documents. The Pharmacy
Store could submit these instead of the
multi-record files that they had previously
submitted. The files contained the store
number as a header record that preceded the
data and the total number of records was
included at the end of the file.

Because File-AID/MVS includes the
name of the data set as an attribute, the dis-
tributor’s program can take advantage of it.
That is good, because the store ID is con-
tained in the high-level qualifier of the file.
In this example, the XML document also
includes the total number of records in the
file (because we are processing the full
reorder file). The distributor’s program can
use this function.

To accommodate these changes, the exist-
ing copy member was modified to match the
new, desired structure very easily, as shown
in Figure 4. Both the old header and trailer
records have been commented out.

The application data file,
TPS0093.REORDER.FILE, which contains
live data from The Pharmacy Store’s sales
from last week, is shown in Figure 5.

In a batch step, similar to the one shown
in Figure 1, File-AID/MVS generates an
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01 BOOK-RECORD-HEADER.
* 05 STORE-ID.
*     10 STORE-CODE                PIC X(03).
*     10 STORE-NUMBER               PIC 9(04).
*01 BOOK-RECORD.

05 BOOK-RECORD-KEY.
10 ISBN                       PIC X(10).

05 BOOK-TITLE                    PIC X(20).
05 AUTHOR-NAME.

10 LAST-NAME                  PIC X(10).
10 FIST-NAME                  PIC X(10).

05 FILLER                        PIC X(20).
05 REORDER-QUANT                PIC 9(04).
05 FILLER                         PIC X(06).

*01 BOOK-RECORD-TRAILER.
*  05 RECORD-COUNT                   PIC 9(05).

FIGURE 4: SAMPLE BOOK REORDER COPY MEMBER CPYBOOK 

0345428153Murder One        Bernhardt William                  0027
0553581503Cutout            Mathews Francine                   0004
044661064XThe First Counsel  Meltzer Brad                     0053
0345428307Trust Fund         Frey   Stephen                  0021
0312969287Skeptic           Scott  Holden                    0006

FIGURE 5: SAMPLE APPLICATION FILE TPS0093.REORDER.FILE 

XML PARSE MY-XML-FILE
PROCESSING PROCEDURE

450-MY-PARSE-ROUTINE THRU 450-MY-PARSE-ROUTINE-EXIT
ON EXCEPTION

<< Error-handling statements go here >>
NOT ON EXCEPTION

<< Normal end of processing statements go here >>
END-XML.

FIGURE 2: XML PARSE STATEMENT TO PROCESS AN XML DOCUMENT 

Reorder File
Book Record

ISBN
Title
Author
Reorder Quantity

FIGURE 3: LAYOUT OF SAMPLE BOOK REORDER FILE STRUCTURE 
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XML document using the application file’s
data and the copy member. An abridged ver-
sion of the resulting sample output file is
shown in Figure 6.

The complete listing for this file and
for the other figures in this article is
available from the NaSPA Web site as
filename KAHM0502.ZIP. To access, go
to www.naspa.com and click on “Coding
Examples from Articles.”

Please note the following characteristics
of this file:

◆ The first data line after the XML
specification is the FILE tag. This has
an attribute called DSN, which contains
the application data set name.

◆ For the 01-level of the copy member,
the name of the attribute that holds the
record number will differ, based on the
file’s structure. The attribute will be
KEY=”nnnnn” for VSAM files and
RECORD=”nnnnn” for sequential files.
In both cases, the number “nnnnn”
represents the relative location of the
record in the application data file.

◆ When more than one record is placed in
the output XML document, the 01-level
start and end tags (along with the
attribute and the record number) are
used to delineate records.

◆ FILLER elements are automatically
excluded from the generated file.

You can explore some of this on your
own. If you are running Microsoft Internet
Explorer 5.0 or higher, please download the
supporting file from the NaSPA Web site.
Unzip the file and look for XMLSamp1.xml.
When you double-click on it to launch the
application, your browser will automatically
format this document for display.

Using a standard transmission mechanism
(out of the multitude that exist), The
Pharmacy Store sends this XML document
to the distributor. There, a COBOL program
parses the file to ensure that The Pharmacy
Store’s books are restocked. Again, you can
process this information in a variety of ways;
this is merely an example of one approach.

Figure 7 shows an abridged version of the
COBOL program that processes the reorder
XML document. Paragraph 100-READ-
INFILE reads the entire input file into
WORKING STORAGE. The XML PARSE
statement is invoked to process the data.

The paragraph, 200-BOOK-ORDERS,
determines which XML-EVENT to work

with. Depending on the contents of the
XML tag, the data is either retained or
ignored. This processing is repeated for
each record in the file.
Note: The order in which the EVALUATE
statements appear in this program reflects
the frequency with which the tags appear in
the original XML document. Your con-
structs will undoubtedly vary, based on your
data and specific processing requirements.

As I mentioned previously, the DSN
attribute of the FILE tag contains the data
set name. (The Pharmacy Store uses a data
set naming convention that states the high-
level qualifier of the data set must contain
the store code and number.) After the store
code and number are read, a stored proce-
dure is invoked to verify the account.

After that, each of the book titles in the
reorder file is processed. The data contained in
the ISBN tag and the REORDER-QUANT tag
is saved in WORKING-STORAGE variables.
A stored procedure queries the distributor’s
database to determine warehouse limits and to
flag additional orders from the publisher.

After the entire XML document is
processed, this program could issue an
MQSeries message if the distributor’s on-hand
inventory goes below a certain threshold.

While this is not an exhaustive application
for either XML generation or the XML
parser, I hope it conveys the means by
which information can be generated, read,
processed, and manipulated.

See, this really is easy!

CONCLUSION

The use of XML documents will contin-
ue to become more widespread as global
businesses recognize the need to improve
electronic data interchange (EDI). IBM and
Compuware now have first generation fea-
tures that allow mainframe processing to
take advantage of XML documents and to
manipulate their contents. Enhancements to
each will undoubtedly be forthcoming, and
will make generating and parsing XML
documents even easier.

For now, these products provide an excit-
ing opportunity for some very creative,
skillful programming. As such, this is useful
information for application programmers
who may be involved in near-term projects
that take advantage of XML. However, if
that is not the case right now, you should at
least keep this article in mind for a project
that may be coming your way soon. While
you are at it, please let your application pro-
ject managers know about this article; your
firm’s senior management will appreciate
knowing that you are on top of the latest
trends in technology.

Systems programmers need to keep in
mind the program product update cycle at
their site and review the software upgrade
requirements, especially for IBM’s
Enterprise COBOL. Migrating to Enterprise
COBOL may not be a significant project,
depending on your site’s current release of
COBOL.
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<?xml version=”1.0”?>
<FILE DSN=”TPS0093.REORDER.FILE”>

<BOOK-RECORD RECORD=”00001”>
<BOOK-RECORD-KEY>

<ISBN>0345428153</ISBN>
</BOOK-RECORD-KEY>
<BOOK-TITLE>Murder One</BOOK-TITLE>
<AUTHOR-NAME>

<LAST-NAME>Bernhardt</LAST-NAME>
<FIRST-NAME>William</FIRST-NAME>

</AUTHOR-NAME>
<REORDER-QUANT>0027</REORDER-QUANT>

</BOOK-RECORD>
<BOOK-RECORD RECORD=”00002”>

<BOOK-RECORD-KEY>
<ISBN>0553581503</ISBN>

</BOOK-RECORD-KEY>
<BOOK-TITLE>Cutout</BOOK-TITLE>
<AUTHOR-NAME>

<LAST-NAME>Mathews</LAST-NAME>
<FIRST-NAME>Francine</FIRST-NAME>

</AUTHOR-NAME>
<REORDER-QUANT>0004</REORDER-QUANT>

</BOOK-RECORD>
.
.
.

</FILE>

FIGURE 6: ABRIDGED VERSION OF THE GENERATED XML DOCUMENT 
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RESOURCES AND REFERENCES

I have included the following reference
material for application programmers and
systems programmers who would like to
learn more about the features that were
described in this article.

IBM ENTERPRISE COBOL

Enterprise COBOL for z/OS and OS/390
runs under the following operating systems:

◆ z/OS V1R1 (or later)
◆ OS/390 V2R10 (or later)

Systems programmers should refer to the
program directory, the customization guide,
and the preventative support-planning (PSP)
bucket for additional information regarding
the latest program temporary fixes (PTFs).

You can find more information about
IBM Enterprise COBOL at
www.ibm.com/software/ad/cobol/zos/.

You can either order or download the fol-
lowing books from the IBM Publications
Center, located at
www.elink.ibmlink.ibm.com/public/
applications/publications/cgibin/pbi.cgi:

◆ Enterprise COBOL for z/OS and
OS/390 V3R1 Language Reference,
SC27-1408

◆ Enterprise COBOL for z/OS and
OS/390 V3R1 Programming Guide,
SC27-1412

◆ Enterprise COBOL for z/OS and
OS/390 V3R1 Compiler and Run-time
Migration Guide, SC27-1409

COMPUWARE FILE-AID/MVS

File-AID/MVS is currently available at
Release 8.8.1 and the latest Fix level (at the
time this article was written) is 76. Systems
programmers should review their site’s cur-
rent maintenance level by using Option Z
from the File-AID primary options menu.
Registered systems programmers can down-
load any fixes they need directly from
Compuware’s support Web site, Frontline.
Refer to the information at http://front-
line.compuware.com.

Systems programmers who have regis-
tered with Frontline can download these
books from http://frontline.compuware.com/
products/fa/doc/:
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PROCEDURE DIVISION.
OPEN INPUT XML-IN-FILE
PERFORM 100-READ-INFILE THRU 100-READ-INFILE-EXIT
CLOSE XML-IN-FILE
XML PARSE XML-HOLDER

PROCESSING PROCEDURE
200-BOOK-ORDERS THRU 200-BOOK-ORDERS-EXIT

ON EXCEPTION
*          << DO SOME EXCEPTION PROCESSING HERE >>

CONTINUE
NOT ON EXCEPTION

*          SHIP ANY REORDER NOTICES TO WAREHOUSE VIA MQSERIES
CONTINUE

END-XML
STOP RUN.

*— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
100-READ-INFILE.

PERFORM UNTIL END-OF-FILE
READ XML-IN-FILE INTO XML-IN-REC

AT END
MOVE ‘Y’ TO INFILE-EOF-SW
DISPLAY ‘XML INPUT FILE READ INTO STORAGE’

NOT AT END
STRING XML-IN-REC DELIMITED BY SIZE

INTO XML-HOLDER
END-READ

END-PERFORM
CONTINUE.

100-READ-INFILE-EXIT.
EXIT.

200-BOOK-ORDERS.
EVALUATE XML-EVENT

WHEN ‘START-OF-ELEMENT’
MOVE XML-TEXT TO CURRENT-ELEMENT

WHEN ‘CONTENT-CHARACTERS’
EVALUATE CURRENT-ELEMENT

WHEN ‘ISBN’
MOVE XML-TEXT TO ISBN-LOOKUP

WHEN ‘REORDER-QUANT’
MOVE XML-TEXT TO REORDER-LOOKUP

*                CALL A STORED PROCEDURE
*                     TO DO A DB2 REORDER LOOK-UP

EXEC SQL
CALL BOOKREOD(:ISBN-LOOKUP, :REORDER-LOOKUP)

END-EXEC
END-EVALUATE

WHEN ‘END-OF-ELEMENT’
MOVE SPACES TO CURRENT-ELEMENT

WHEN ‘ATTRIBUTE-NAME’
EVALUATE XML-TEXT

WHEN ‘DSN’
SET STORE-INF TO TRUE

WHEN ‘RECORD’
SET COUNTER TO TRUE

WHEN OTHER
DISPLAY ‘UNEXPECTED XML ATTRIBUTE: ‘ XML-TEXT ‘.’

END-EVALUATE
WHEN ‘ATTRIBUTE-CHARACTERS’

EVALUATE TRUE
WHEN STORE-INF

MOVE XML-TEXT TO STORE-ID
*                CALL A STORED PROCEDURE TO PROCESS THIS STORE

EXEC SQL
CALL STORCHEK(:STORE-CODE, :STORE-NUMBER)

END-EXEC
WHEN COUNTER

MOVE XML-TEXT TO RECORD-COUNT
END-EVALUATE
SET NO-ATTR TO TRUE

WHEN ‘END-OF-DOCUMENT’
DISPLAY ‘END OF DOCUMENT.’
DISPLAY ‘TOTAL RECORDS PROCESSED: ‘ RECORD-COUNT

WHEN ‘EXCEPTION’
*          ISSUE EXCEPTION PROCESSING MESSAGE

CONTINUE
WHEN OTHER

DISPLAY ‘UNEXPECTED XML EVENT: ‘ XML-EVENT
END-EVALUATE
CONTINUE.

200-BOOK-ORDERS-EXIT.
EXIT.

FIGURE 7: ABRIDGED COBOL PROGRAM THAT READS THE XML DOCUMENT 
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◆ File-AID/MVS Release 8.8.1 Summary
of Changes

◆ File-AID/MVS Release 8.8.1 User’s Guide

XML

The following Web sites contain additional,
detailed information about XML:

◆ The World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) offers a wide variety of
information, standards and services for
Web authors. It provides a diverse
collection of XML resources at
www.w3.org/XML/.

◆ IBM’s developerWorks site provides a
wide assortment of XML-related
information, including sample code,
using XML on a variety of platforms,
and even beginner and advanced
tutorials. You can find it at
www.ibm.com/developerworks/xml/
?loc=dwmain.

◆ The online reference work, The XML
Cover Pages, includes comprehensive
information on XML and other markup
languages at www.oasis-open.org/cover/.
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